


HOW IT ALL BEGAN…
In 2011, the singer-guitarist Habib Farroukh met 
drummer Marc Dupont and his travelling companion, 
bassist Clement Vallin. Through the wild jam sessions 
held in numerous squats and cafe-concerts in Paris, a 
strong, tacit understanding developed among these 
three musicians from the west, all driven by the same 
taste for adventure and groove.

At the crossroads between Maghreb folk, soul and African 
music, a rough form of Bab El West (“the Western Gate”) 
took shape in 2012. The magic happened: transported by 
increasing lively audiences, they hit the road, passing from 
popular cafes at festivals, to intimate shows on crazy tours. In 
the process, they released a four-song EP, thus marking the 
birth of their unique style.

Striking a balance between traditional and modern sounds, 
the trio brought on guitarist Hamza Bencherif, who lends his 
blues rock touch to the group, and Nidhal Jaoua on the 
qanun, a virtuoso of this eastern ancestor to the harp.

After five years of adventures and the success off all their 
meetings and sharing, Bab El West took a controlled exit and 
entered the studio to record their first album DOUAR.
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“DOUAR” TRACKLIST Ha-Menina deals with an issue close to soul music 
because it is about Love. By setting to verse a 
grandmother’s advice to her granddaughter, 
specifically to be "careful not to break hearts", this 
song opens the album on a decidedly pop note.

If there is one principle guiding Bab El West, it is that 
wherever there is sadness, joy can be added. Indeed, 
in the song Touria, the band keeps the party going 
with a brilliant tribute to the Moroccan Touria 
Chaoui, the first pilot of the Arab world. The mention 
of this modern woman murdered at the age of 19 
refrains from falling into melancholy thanks to the 
entrancing chaabi rhythms.



In Saket Saket, it is all about the silence. Or rather 
the unspoken, that which is creates the complexity of 
a couple who cuts off dialogue and creates conflict. 
The singer's poignant voice, backed with the soft 
touch of a string trio, brings a surprising depth to this 
moment.

Paris paints a contemporary and mixed portrait of 
the City of Light, one that is both flattering and 
terribly lucid. While the Stratocaster declares Paris 
unconquerable, the crystalline and coaxing voice of 
singer Kicca permeates an Eastern charm into this 
disco-funk track.

The piece Mouton describes the friendship between 
a child and an ill-fated lamb ... We are suddenly 
teleported to the other side of Gibraltar: Guyzo 
delivers warm and radiant vocals while Yannick 
Jory's saxophone edges toward soukous and the 
Afro-beat of the percussion. Partaking in the savory 
Caribbean-Maghreb ambiguity, keyboardist Anthony 
Honnet fuels the arrangement with Afro-Cuban 
colors.

We switch now into acoustic mode on Bezzaf. Bass 
and folk guitar interweave around a bright voice to 
create a trance with Latin-Moroccan inspiration, 
wholeheartedly jazzy.



On Dib, which means "wolf", Bab El West continues 
playing its own kind of danceable ambivalence. We 
hear the story of a rejected man, but is it by a loved 
one or by some coveted country?
Folk energy runs throughout this dual-themed track. 
The Afro-beat takes a couple of detours into 
Moroccan Gnawa before igniting into a funk rock 
trance.

Energy Doe is a reference to the name given to an 
unidentified dead person. Tradition meets the 
modern day, an electric keyboard flirts with the 
qanun and the Maghreb inflections rub elbows with 
the blues to give birth to an Eastern soul'n folk 
fusion.

Syad tells of the patience of the fisherman at the 
water's edge. But far from being sleepy, Bab El 
West's soul groove reveals an explosive sensuality on 
this track.

To close out the album, the piece Mumtaz, which 
means "Super!", faces up to both joy and pain. The 
Eastern-style singing is projected into this folk 
composition, where Bab El West's characteristic 
sound blends the codes for a final vibrant slow song. 



2012
❖ L'Oustaou - Résidence PARIS (FR) - 01/08 to 05/18
❖ Le Réservoir PARIS (FR) - 04/04
❖ Festival La Cour Denis CHEVIGNY (FR) - 07/28
❖ Festival les Nocturnes ST BRIEUC (FR) - 08/03
❖ La Clinique des Arts PARIS (FR) - 11/21

2013
❖ New Morning PARIS (FR) - 02/18
❖ Espace Dunois PARIS (FR) - 03/29
❖ Cité Universitaire de Paris PARIS (FR) - 05/26
❖ La Villette - Summer Stage  PARIS (FR) - 06/28
❖ Morrocan Consulate - Garden Party PARIS (FR) - 07/06
❖ Festival Les Tardives LANNION (FR) - 07/18

2014
❖ La Bellevilloise PARIS (FR) - 03/20
❖ Festival Seiwa PARIS (FR) - 03/29
❖ France Western Tour (FR) - 07/07 to 08/15
❖ La Pêche - Résidence MONTREUIL (FR) - 11/19 & 11/20

NOTABLE PAST SHOWS...



2015
❖ Collège des Bernardins PARIS (FR) - 03/26
❖ Le Comédia - Ramadan night tv show PARIS (FR) - 06/11
❖ Ministry of Justice - Music Day PARIS (FR) - 06/19
❖ France Western Tour (FR) - 07/09 to 08/22 
❖ Paris City Hall Esplanade PARIS (FR) - 09/19

2016
❖ Carnaval of Granville GRANVILLE (FR) - 02/07 to 02/09
❖ Festival des Murs à Pêches MONTREUIL (FR) - 05/15
❖ Festival Yes we Camp PARIS (FR) - 05/21
❖ Festival Ivry en Fête IVRY (FR) - 06/11
❖ France Tour- (FR)  07/02 to 08/27
❖ Le Hangar IVRY (FR) - 09/29
❖ Seiwa Festival LESCONIL (FR) - 10/08
❖ Festival Nuits de Champagne TROYES (FR) - 10/28

2017
❖ Péniche Antipode PARIS (FR) - 02/03
❖  “Douar” Album Release National Tour  (FR) - 04/12 to 04/30
❖ Republic Square  PARIS (FR) - 05/04
❖ FGO Barbara -”Douar” Album Release Party  PARIS (FR) - 05/18
❖ Festival Y’a pas l’Feu CAMBRIN (FR) - 06/04
❖ France Tour (FR) - 07/01 to 08/25
❖ Fête de l’Humanité LA COURNEUVE (FR) - 09/16
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